
Part One – Notes from required textbook readings

Chapter One – Democracy and Liberalism in Australia

Introduction
 Liberal democracy hint at the tension between majority rule and powerful 

interests (media/corporations/political elite)
 Australian constitution divides power between levels/branches of 

government
 Tension between liberalism and democracy?

 
Democracy (Ancient Greek; demos kratia - rule by the people)

 Direct democracy (citizen control) vs representative (elected 
representatives)

 Direct democracy utilises no mediation of political institutions
o Slaves and women in Athens were excluded from the demos

 Direct democracy (D.D) is not considered practical
o Ordinary citizens don't have time to control/operate the state

 D.D used in contemporary society for national referenda and in 
Switzerland

 Criticism derives from representative democracy being a façade
o Falls short of original concept of 'rule by the people'

 US model attempted to limit majority imposing control of the minor
 UK model provides fewer checks and balances on its legislature branch

o Checks and balances try to limit dominating power of majority vote
 More democratic (Switzerland - New Zealand - UK - Australia - USA) More 

Liberal
 
Liberalism (the rights of the individual in relation to the state)

 Initially, role was to limit governmental control over individuals
 John Locke: the right to life, liberty and property

o Obeying government on condition that rights are adhered to
 Inference that social/mutually understood contract exists between 

individual and state - violation = termination and the end of obedience
 Liberals (contemporary) tend to agree on the following

o Rights of the individual should be respected
o Rule of Law should ensure states treat people equally
o Power divided amongst branches (executive/legislative functions 

separated)… Judiciary separate from governmental influence 
(independent branch)

o Above is best represented in a written constitution
 Contemporary liberals further encourage free and regular elections with 

universal suffrage
 Liberals are wary of democracy - majority rules poses a threat to 

individuals
 Democracy more likely to protect individual rights than dictatorship

 
Types of Liberal Democracies

 Parliamentary systems



o Growing role of parliament paramount to the creation of 
constitutional democracy

o European system included wealthy gentry (early years)
o Deliberative/Representative parliament was thought to protect 

individual rights
o Introduction of proportional representation ensured a majority rules 

voting system
o Many states followed an evolutionary path where the US went on a 

more radical path to democracy
 Presidential systems

o American system designed to limit the accumulation of power
o Federalism intends to limit the power of the central government
o False assumption that presidential power is unlimited
o Semi-presidential - sharing between parliament and executive 

branch of government
 
The Evolution of Australia's Liberal Democratic system

 Model appears to include aspects of both US and UK system
 Federal components

o Power is divided between the commonwealth and the states
o Each state has equal representation in the Senate
o Previous rules allowed individuals to vote in as many electorates as 

they held property in (SA abandoned in 1973)
o Mandate - idea that victorious parties have a right to pass 

legislation without obstruction from the Senate
o Federalism and the protection of rights prevailed in 1950s when the 

Menzies government unsuccessfully attempted to ban the Communist 
party

o The people are sovereign due to the power of the constitution, 
which they control through the process of referenda

 
The Limits of Liberal democracy

 Critics stated that commitment to democratic ideals of equality and 
participation were too weak

 20th century focus shifted from democratic participation to consent
 Rousseau argued that democracy enslaved the individual (they had no 

decision making capacity)
 Critics chose to engage through lobbying, activism and more radically 

involved ideology such as environmentalism
 Argument that democracies don't represent the people, rather those who 

possess significant power or resources
 Elitist concept focuses on the power wielded by donors, how they 

inevitably control elected representatives
 Egalitarian distribution of political resources is required to ensure the 

system evolves to become equal
 
What is power? What are the three dimensions of power?

 Power as decision making - ability to change another actor's behaviour 
and disposition

 Power as agenda setting - controlling the agenda of public organisation
 Power as political socialisation - various institutions imposing intended 

views on those they come into contact with



 
The Tension between Liberalism and Democracy

 British elements (majoritarian) vs Australian (constitutionalism)
 Radical view states that liberal elements impose challenges on elected 

representatives following through on their promises
o Supported by constitutional crisis of 1975 - dismissal of the Whitlam

government - Hostile senate refused to pass budget
 Supporters of the system emphasise the 1975 election and the attempts 

to avoid a similar crisis since the dismissal
 Critics view the dismissal as the elite finding a way to exploit and deny 

democratic practices
 Is the Senate any more democratic? (Proportional representation vs 

preferential voting)
 
Rights and Freedoms/Participation/Equality

 Human rights challenged by mandatory asylum seeker detention/Northern 
Territory Aboriginal intervention far reaching anti-terrorism laws

 Campaign titled 'right to know' about Australian's being entitled to have 
information about proceedings of the government

 Critics of the current system argue that Australia should adopt a charter of
rights

 For most Australians, political participation begins and ends at the ballot 
box (party membership under 100,000)
o Green membership is growing, now over 10,000

 Citizens no longer need to belong to an interest group for their views to be
heard

 Most Australians believe government serves select interests rather than 
operating for the benefit of all people

 Equality in salary (CEO earns 100x more than the PM)
o Companies use money to influence the political views of voters 

(mining companies attack on Rudd/Gillard mining tax)
 Socialists argue that we live in a bourgeois democracy where capitalism 

thrives in a limited democratic institution
 Past attempts at democratising industry has also been limited by liberal 

features (Chifley government attempts to nationalise banks)
 Partial release of election funding and large donations must be declared as

part of costings
 Democracy ultimately remains a contested concept with many arguing the

extent to which liberal features domainate the supposed 'fractured system'

Part Two – Notes from Lectures

Introductory Lecture – the State of Australian Politics

 Competitive federalism - death taxes being abandoned in Queensland - 
other states reacted accordingly

 Australian political system dominated by careerists - failing to represent 
public interest

 Battle of ideas has been replaced by politicians seeking a career



 Mass parties/the internet/new social groups leads to smaller memberships 
of political parties

 System of selection increasingly favours people inside the political bubble
o University - political staffer - union/business - politician

 Business representatives are not in the economic side of the business 
(government affairs)
o Not necessary to understand the business side until they come into 

office
 Liberal party claims to be the business party but most members do not 

have business experience
 Labor party used to be dominated by the trade union movement (working 

class cohort)
o Now, members tend to enter politics as union representatives or 

uni-graduates
 Second problem - the media - political editors used to have a vocational 

background
o Increasingly, it is a ticket to the 'next big thing' - not building the 

contacts or having an in-depth understanding of the issue
o 24 hour news changes the way that news is covered - creates a 

soap opera instead of political debate
o Team red/team blue - non-partisan commentators are a concept of 

the past
 Problem three - public are more disengaged and far more focused on other

demands of life
 Voters are unimpressed with the media and the politicians - the three 

pillars of the system collapses
 
Direct vs Representative democracy

 Citizens directly involved in the parliament (Ancient Greeks) - known as 
direct democracy

 Elements of direct democracy exist in representative democracies
 Switzerland - 1-2% of the population signs petition - can enforce a citizen 

referenda
o Direct democracy in Ancient Greece - did not include women and 

people without property
 Representative democracy - in a demanding society, a representative will 

act as your delegate/trustee for what the people want
o Does this truly occur? Can a member truly represent 90,000 

electors of different interests/cultures/genders
 
Majoritarian vs Consensus democracy

 Proportional representation - used in the senate - does this allow rigorous 
debate or a hostile and obstinate system?

 Partisanship - Members of parliament only voting along party lines - do 
members cross the floor?

 Compulsory voting - fairly unusual in the global system
o Not following the party line can lead to being influenced 

(consequence of hyper-partisanship)
 Majoritarian entwined with representative parliament
 Consensus democracy linked with federalism

 



Necessary rights for democracy?
 Freedom of religion, assembly and speech

o What is considered to  be freedom of speech? assembly? religion?
 Property rights are viewed as extremely important for liberal democracy
 Freedom of the press - should this be limited?

 
 
Assessing Australian liberal democracy

 Federalism - prevents elected governments from fulfilling their mandate
o The states fog up and unclarified lines of accountability
o The federal government is being held accountable for all problems 

(even if they derive from a state matter)
 The budget bills (supply) are now guaranteed bi-partisan support - due to 

the 1975 constitutional crisis
 The lack of direct democracy/limited proportional representation/lack of 

citizen enforced referenda
 Legislative human rights restrictions - terror laws which infringe on civil 

liberties/refugee laws or mandatory detention which infringe on the court 
system

 Regulation of the media - for better or worse
 Limited political participation - Australia is one of the only countries that 

enforce compulsory voting
o Very few people contact members of parliament/protest against 

parties/join a political party
o Social and economic inequality - egalitarianism - how they impact 

on how liberal democracy is viewed
 
An Elected Dictatorship?

 The cabinet is accountable to the Parliament, which in turn is accountable 
to the voters 

 
Can One generation vote away the rights of the next?

 Can you ban certain parties that suggest this way of thinking?
o Menzies attempt to ban the communist party was turned down by 

the High Court
 
What distorts political power?

 Corruption through lobbying/pressure groups 
o Pressure groups tend to be more 'in front' of camera

 The mainstream Media/combined with social media
 Political donations
 Hyper-partisanship
 Foreign Relations
 Populism

Lecture Topic Two – Federalism and reforming the 
Australian Taxation system

Federalism - limiting and dividing power



1 Strong bicameralism - senate elected by the people or a senate appointed 
by other governments/organisations/individuals

2 Entrenched constitution - difficult to change and a written documentation 
that can be referred to as evidence

3 Court to interpret disputes - interpret the constitution and decide which tier 
of government is right

4 Machinery of government - mechanisms in place to sort through federalism 
(COAG/Premier's Conference)

a Ways and means of the bureaucracy of the system functioning
 

 UK is an example of a unitary system (local government is a subset of the 
national government)

 Australia has a division of power between the states and national 
government
o Steady erosion of state governments within the Australian political 

system
 Founding fathers enshrined commonwealth powers to limit the expansion 

of excessive government power
o Commonwealth now has a monopoly over the states on most issues

(Senate is meant to represent the states and the federalist concept 
within the Australian parliament)

 
Vertical fiscal imbalance vs Horizontal fiscal equalisation

 VFI - commonwealth collects most of the money (taxes) but the states 
spend most of these fuds (services)
o States consistently rely on the federal government for funds 

because they do not have the abilities to collect these funds 
(taxation/donations)

o States have many issues that require funds - policing, schools, 
social services, transport

o States can collect funds through royalties, stamp duties
o Commonwealth collects 80% of taxes and the states spend 80%

 HFE - federation that has like for like quality of resources and services 
across all states
o Quality of health care, social services, roads and education are 

relatively commensurate across states
o Attempts to avoid a disparity between states (creating rich vs poor 

states)
o Lag effect of the grants commission - prevents GST from being 

elevated for a 3-5 year period
 
Positives of federalism

 + Diffuses power - doesn't concentrate in a branch or government
 + Protects rights through a written constitution (states rights through the 

senate)
 + Creates an opportunity for reform - multiple governments creating 

various policies that can be discussed 
o (competitive federalism creates competition between the states)

 + Limits government (debatable) - opponents suggest that it creates 
another tier of government
o Creates checks and balances but also further limitations to 

government



 
Negatives of Federalism

 Creates gridlock - tiers of government/upper and lower houses 
 Damages responsible government - they are judged based on what they 

propose rather than the outcome because it does not pass through the 
senate

 Federalism is inefficient - seen as a duplication between tiers of 
government and fighting between states due to blame

 Undemocratic - equal number or representatives per state when the 
population between these states varies significantly

 
The origins of Federalism

 Conservatives traditionally liked federalism because it intended to slow 
down change - all of these elements made it harder to achieve significant 
change

 Radicals and those who are left of centre were opposed to federalism 
because they believed their reforms were constantly being denied
o Are modern conservatives now reactionary? Modern conservatives 

seem to have abandoned the Federalist ideology
 Fair work commission was able to repeal Work choices, 1997 and 1994 IR 

regulation due to the erosion of Federalism
 Slight resurgence in the liberal party for state's rights but no where near 

the level that it used to be
 WWII created the vertical fiscal imbalance - states could collect income 

taxes
o States challenged commonwealth claim to income taxes but this 

failed in the court's system
o Currently, state's ability to collect revenue is regressive (it affects 

the poor rather than the rich/damages business)
 
Summary of federalism

 Has a flow on impact that erodes federalism - the way in which the money 
is distributed has changed (The Commonwealth is demanding more for the 
money that they offer)
o Can make infrastructure/policy demands

 Federal governments responsible for health funding whereas the states 
also control health in regards to hospitals

 
Tax Reform

 2013 election - Liberals suggested Federation and tax reform via a white 
paper
o These reforms address the vertical fiscal imbalance

 Opponents of HFE believe that it removes the incentives for states to 
compete/reform because it delivers a like for like to an inefficient state that 
hasn't moved towards economic reform

 Superannuation and the family home are the reforms mentioned most 
commonly in the Federal Government
o Taxes of other forms could be decreased if these services were 

taxed adequately
 Broadening the base and widening the rate has been said to be the best 

way to reform the tax code




